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1. Introduction
Given a Noetherian and Mori ring A, we show that the seminormalization of A is exactly the
subring of
∏
p∈Spec A κ(p) consisting of pointwise functions which vary algebraically along DVRs. This
characterization allows easy navigation among the various deﬁnitions of the seminormalization. We
discuss applications to the Chow variety (functor of algebraic cycles).
Background. We take the following deﬁnitions from [2]: a ring A is a Mori ring if it is reduced and its
integral closure Aν (in its total quotient ring Q ) is ﬁnite over it; if A is a Mori ring, Asn denotes its
seminormalization, the largest subring A ⊂ Asn ⊂ Aν such that Spec Asn → Spec A is bijective and all
maps on residue ﬁelds are isomorphisms. The seminormalization is described elementwise in [12, 1.1].
We say A is seminormal if A = Asn (so we only deﬁne seminormality for Mori rings). For a Mori
ring A, it is a theorem of Hamann [4] that A is seminormal if and only if for all a ∈ Q , a2,a3 ∈ A ⇒
a ∈ A.
Notation. If A is a ring and p ⊂ A is a prime ideal, let κ(p) denote Ap/pAp , the residue ﬁeld of p. If
f : A → B is a ring homomorphism and q ⊂ B is a prime ideal with p := f −1q, let fp : κ(p) → κ(q)
denote the induced map on residue ﬁelds (we may write f where the prime is clear). If R is a discrete
valuation ring, let K denote its ﬁeld of fractions, k0 its residue ﬁeld, and vR : R → Z its valuation; if
r ∈ R , let r denote the class of r in k0.
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J. Ross / Journal of Algebra 323 (2010) 1494–1502 1495Deﬁnition 1.1. Let A be a ring, and let S = { f y ∈ κ(y) | y ∈ Spec A} be a collection of elements, one
in each residue ﬁeld. Then we say S is a pointwise function on (Spec) A. We say the pointwise function
S varies algebraically along (complete) DVRs if it has the following property: for every specialization
p1 ⊂ p2 in A and every (complete) discrete valuation ring R covering that specialization via a ring
homomorphism g : A → R , there exists a (necessarily) unique f R ∈ R such that gp1 ( fp1 ) = f R (in K )
and gp2 ( fp2) = f R (in k0).
Remark 1.2. Any specialization is covered by a DVR by [3, 7.1.4], in fact by a complete DVR with
algebraically closed residue ﬁeld.
The main theorem of this note is the following.
Theorem 1.3. Let A be a ring which is Mori and Noetherian. Then A is seminormal if and only if any pointwise
function on A which varies algebraically along DVRs is induced by a unique element of A.
2. Proof of main result and extensions
First we show that a pointwise function which varies algebraically along DVRs pushes forward
(functorially) via a ring homomorphism.
Lemma 2.1. Let ϕ : A → B be a ring homomorphism, and let S = { f y ∈ κ(y) | y ∈ Spec A} be a point-
wise function which varies algebraically along DVRs. Then B naturally inherits a pointwise function Sϕ =
{ f z ∈ κ(z) | z ∈ Spec B} which varies algebraically along DVRs. Furthermore, this construction is functorial: if
A
ϕ−→ B ψ−→ C are ring homomorphisms, and S is a pointwise function on A, then Sψ◦ϕ = (Sϕ)ψ as pointwise
functions on C .
Proof. For p ∈ Spec B , deﬁne fp = ϕ( fϕ−1p); this gives the collection Sϕ . Now suppose given a spe-
cialization p1 ⊂ p2 in B and a DVR R covering this specialization via g : B → R . Consider the diagram
(whose vertical arrows are the canonical maps):
κ(ϕ−1p1)
ϕ
κ(p1)
g
K
A
ϕ
B
g
R
κ(ϕ−1p2)
ϕ
κ(p2)
g
k0
Since taking the preimage is functorial, g ◦ ϕ : A → R covers the specialization ϕ−1p1 ⊂ ϕ−1p2. By
the assumption that S varies algebraically along DVRs, we have f R ∈ R which agrees with gϕ( fϕ−1p1 )
in K and with gϕ( fϕ−1p2 ) in k0. Since the map on residue ﬁelds is functorial, and by the deﬁnition
of the pointwise function Sϕ , the same f R works for g : B → R . Thus Sϕ varies algebraically along
DVRs. It is clear from the proof that the construction is functorial. 
Theorem 2.2. Let A be a seminormal (in particular, Mori) ring which is Noetherian. Let { f y ∈ κ(y) | y ∈
Spec A} be a pointwise function on A which varies algebraically along DVRs. Then there exists a unique f ∈ A
whose image in κ(y) is f y for all y ∈ Spec A.
Remark 2.3. Once we show existence, uniqueness follows from reducedness.
1496 J. Ross / Journal of Algebra 323 (2010) 1494–1502Strategy. First we prove 2.2 in the case A is an integrally closed Noetherian domain, and use this to
prove 2.2 in the case A is any integrally closed Noetherian ring. Next we apply the functoriality as
described in Lemma 2.1 to the natural inclusion ν : A → Aν . Finally we show the element f ∈ Aν
obtained by applying 2.2 to the collection Sν for Aν actually lies in the seminormalization of A.
Proposition 2.4. Let A be an integrally closed Noetherian domain, and let S be a pointwise function on A
which varies algebraically along DVRs. Then there exists a unique f ∈ A whose image in κ(y) is f y for all
y ∈ Spec A.
Proof. Actually, we will only need to use certain DVRs. Let p ⊂ A be a height 1 prime. The ring Ap
is a DVR, and the localization g : A → Ap covers the specialization (0) ⊂ p. By the hypothesis on S ,
there exists f Ap ∈ Ap agreeing with f y for y = (0),p. In the diagram (whose vertical arrows are the
canonical maps):
A
g
Ap
κ((0))
g(0)
K
all of the arrows are inclusions, and g(0) is the identity on the fraction ﬁeld of A. Therefore we know
the element f(0) ∈ S is f Ap . In particular, we see f(0) ∈ Ap for all p of height 1. For an integrally
closed Noetherian domain A, we have A =⋂p ht 1 Ap , so in fact f(0) ∈ A. The element f(0) is part
of the data of S , so it is clearly unique. e To see f(0) has the correct value at every p ∈ Spec A, not
necessarily of height 1, we use the fact that any specialization in A can be covered by a DVR. So
for arbitrary p ∈ Spec A, consider g : A → R covering the specialization (0) ⊂ p. We use the diagram
whose vertical arrows are the canonical maps:
κ((0))
g(0)
K
A
g
R
κ(p)
gp
k0
We have f R ∈ R agreeing with f(0) in K . Since we know f(0) ∈ A, we have g( f(0)) = f R . Since the
bottom square is commutative and gp is injective, g( f(0)) = f R = gp( fp) implies the image of f(0) in
κ(p) is fp . 
Lemma 2.5. Let A be an integrally closed Noetherian ring, and let S be a pointwise function on A which varies
algebraically along DVRs. Then there exists a unique f ∈ A whose image in κ(y) is f y for all y ∈ Spec A.
Proof. If p1, . . . ,pr denote the minimal primes of A, then we have an identiﬁcation of rings A ∼=
A/p1 × · · · × A/pr , where the A/pi are integrally closed Noetherian domains. Since any DVR R is in
particular a domain, any map g : A → R must factor through one of the projections πi : A → A/pi .
Finally we observe that any q ∈ Spec A has the form A/p1 ×· · ·×p×· · ·× A/pr , where p ∈ Spec(A/pi),
so that κ(q) ∼= κ(p). We conclude that a pointwise function S on A which varies algebraically along
DVRs is equivalent to pointwise functions S1 on A/p1, . . . , Sr on A/pr , each varying algebraically along
DVRs. Proposition 2.4 implies f = fp1 × · · · × fpr is the unique solution. 
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and let ν : A → Aν denote the normalization. By Lemma 2.1, we obtain a pointwise function Sν
which varies algebraically along DVRs. Lemma 2.5 implies there is a unique f ∈ Aν agreeing with all
f y ∈ κ(y) in the collection Sν . By [12, 1.1], A consists of those h ∈ Aν such that for all y ∈ Spec Aν ,
the image of h in κ(y) lies in κ(ν−1 y). By construction our f has this property, hence f ∈ A. 
The following result implies it suﬃces to know the pointwise function varies algebraically along
complete DVRs.
Lemma 2.6. Let A be a Noetherian ring, and let S be a pointwise function on A which varies algebraically
along complete DVRs. Then S varies algebraically along DVRs.
Proof. Suppose given a specialization p1 ⊂ p2 in A and a DVR R covering the specialization via
g : A → R . Since R is a Noetherian local ring, the canonical map R → Rˆ is injective. Now consider
the composite map gˆ : A → R ↪→ Rˆ . Since gˆ also covers p1 ⊂ p2, by the hypothesis we have fˆ ∈ Rˆ
agreeing with S . Consider the diagram:
A
g
R Rˆ
κ(p1) K Kˆ
Since fˆ agrees with fp1 , in fact fˆ ∈ K . Since R = Rˆ ∩ K (by comparing the valuations; more generally
see [8, Ch. 3 S. 9 “III. ⇒ I.”]), we are done. 
Additionally we have the converse of Theorem 2.2, so the characterization of seminormal rings
stated in Theorem 1.3.
Proposition 2.7. Let A be a ring which is Mori and Noetherian. Suppose that any pointwise function which
varies algebraically along (complete) DVRs comes from a unique f ∈ A. Then A is seminormal.
Proof. Since A and Asn have the same spectra and residue ﬁelds, a pointwise function on A is
equivalent to one on Asn . That this bijection also identiﬁes those pointwise functions which vary
algebraically along DVRs follows from the universal property of the seminormalization [5, I.7.2.3.3]:
Homrings(A, B) = Homrings
(
Asn, B
)
for any seminormal ring B , for example a DVR. Of course Asn → R and A → Asn → R cover the same
specialization.
Now any f ∈ Asn determines a pointwise function on A which varies algebraically along DVRs. By
the hypothesis we have f ∈ A, whence A = Asn . 
We deduce a characterization of morphisms from a seminormal scheme.
Corollary 2.8. Let X and Y be locally Noetherian and Mori schemes. Suppose X is seminormal. Then to deﬁne
a morphism X → Y is equivalent to specifying a compatible system of set maps between R-points, for R any
ﬁeld or DVR, i.e. {X(R) → Y (R) | R ﬁeld or DVR}, compatible with base change to the closed and generic ﬁbers.
Proof. Deﬁning a morphism is local on the target, so we may assume Y is aﬃne. Then we may cover
X by aﬃnes and deﬁne the morphism on each aﬃne open (agreeing on overlaps), so we assume
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factoring through Y . Hence we may assume Y = An . But a morphism X → An is simply a collection
of n elements of Γ (X,OX ), and these are characterized pointwise by Theorem 2.2. 
3. Relation to a2,a3 ∈ A⇒ a ∈ A characterization
Proposition 3.1. Let A be ring which is Mori and Noetherian, and let Q denote its total quotient ring. Suppose
any pointwise function on A which varies algebraically along DVRs is induced by a unique f ∈ A. Suppose
a ∈ Q satisﬁes a2,a3 ∈ A. Then a ∈ A.
Proof. Let { f y ∈ κ(y) | y ∈ Spec A} denote the pointwise function determined by a3, and {gy ∈ κ(y) |
y ∈ Spec A} that determined by a2. We claim { f y/gy ∈ κ(y) | y ∈ Spec A} varies algebraically along
DVRs. For any specialization p1 ⊂ p2 and any covering DVR A → R , we have f R agreeing with fp1 and
fp2 , and gR agreeing with gp1 and gp2 . Since vR( f
2
R ) = vR(g3R), we conclude vR( f R) vR(gR). Hence
f R/gR ∈ R is the desired element agreeing with fp1/gp1 and fp2/gp2 . 
Proving the converse of Proposition 3.1 (directly from the pointwise property) is more involved.
Theorem 3.2. Let A be ring which is Mori and Noetherian, and let Q denote its total quotient ring. Suppose
that whenever a ∈ Q satisﬁes a2,a3 ∈ A, we have a ∈ A. Then any pointwise function on A which varies
algebraically along DVRs is induced by a unique f ∈ A.
The key algebraic fact is the following.
Proposition 3.3. Let (A,m) be a Noetherian local ring which is Mori, and let ν : A → Aν denote the normal-
ization. Let f ∈ Aν satisfy
• f ∈ M for all M ∈ Spec Aν lying over m; and
• f ∈ Ap for all p 	=m.
Then there exists N ∈ Z such that for all n N, f n ∈ A.
Remark 3.4. All such M are maximal, and there are only ﬁnitely many such.
Proof. The A-module A[ f ]/A is co-primary with Ass(A[ f ]/A) = {m}, so by [6, 8. Ex.], Ann(A[ f ]/A)
is m-primary. For k large enough, mk(A[ f ]/A) = 0, and therefore A ⊃mk A[ f ].
Let J denote the Jacobson radical of Aν . The ring Aν/mAν is Artinian. Since clearly J ⊃ mAν , by
[6, 5.E] we conclude mAν ⊃ J l for l  0.
We have J ⊃mAν ⊃ J l in Aν , so we have J ∩ A[ f ] ⊃mA[ f ] ⊃ J l ∩ A[ f ] in A[ f ]. Taking large pow-
ers of the last inclusion, we obtain mk A[ f ] ⊃ (mA[ f ])k ⊃ ( J l ∩ A[ f ])k . As f ∈ J ∩ A[ f ] by hypothesis,
f kl ∈ ( J l ∩ A[ f ])k ⊂mk A[ f ]. We have already mk A[ f ] ⊂ A, so we are done. 
Corollary 3.5.With the notation and hypotheses as in Proposition 3.3, we have f ∈ Asn.
Proof of 3.2. Brewer and Nichols [1] observe that A is seminormal (in the a2,a3 ∈ A ⇒ a ∈ A sense)
if and only if for all a ∈ Q , an,an+1, . . . ∈ A for some n > 0 implies a ∈ A. Now let S be a pointwise
function on A which varies algebraically along DVRs, and let ν : A → Aν denote the normalization.
By Lemma 2.1, we obtain Sν which varies algebraically along DVRs. By Lemma 2.5, we have a unique
f ∈ Aν agreeing with all f y ∈ κ(y) in the collection Sν .
Since the inclusion A → Aν induces an isomorphism on all generic points, the locus U := {p ∈
Spec A | f ∈ Ap} is open and nonempty in Spec A. Let Z := Spec A − U ⊂ Spec A. To show Z is empty,
by Noetherian induction it suﬃces to obtain a contradiction when Z consists of a single point m.
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f ∈ Ap for all p 	= m. We have also the element (from S) fm ∈ κ(m). Now choose any a ∈ Am such
that a = fm ∈ κ(m). The element f − a has the property that it lies in all M ∈ Spec Aνm lying over m:
in the diagram
Am (A
ν
m)M
κ(m) κ(M)
both f and a agree with fM , which is the image of fm by the construction of the pointwise function
on Aν from that on A. Now Proposition 3.3 shows ( f − a)n ∈ Am for n  0; since Am is seminormal
and a ∈ Am , we conclude f ∈ Am . 
4. Relation to simplicial characterization
In this section we show directly the equivalence between the pointwise property and the simplicial
characterization of the seminormalization, as described in e.g., [10, 5.1].
Suppose X1, X0, X are locally Noetherian and Mori schemes, and we have morphisms as in the
following diagram:
X1
p0
p1
X0
π0
s
X (4.1)
satisfying the following conditions:
• π0 is proper and surjective;
• π0 ◦ p0 = π0 ◦ p1 =: π1, and the induced map X1 → X0 ×X X0 is proper and surjective; and
• s is a section to both p0 and p1.
These data comprise a 1-truncated proper hypercovering augmented towards X , and we denote this
π : X• → X . We also set π∗(OX• ) := Ker(π0∗OX0 → π1∗OX1).
Proposition 4.1. Let X be a locally Noetherian scheme which is seminormal, and let π : X• → X be a 1-
truncated proper hypercovering augmented towards X. Then there is a canonical algebra homomorphism
splitting the injective map
OX → π∗(OX•).
The splitting is an isomorphism if X0 is reduced.
Proof. Let Z be the normalization of the reduction of X0, and let π0 also denote the induced mor-
phism Z → X . Then there is a canonical map
π∗(OX•) = Ker(π0∗OX0 → π1∗OX1) → Ker(π0∗OZ → π1∗OZ×X Z×X0×X X0 X1).
This map is injective when X0 is reduced, so it suﬃces to show the map of the lemma is an isomor-
phism in the case X0 is normal.
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on X . Then we show the function thus obtained varies algebraically along DVRs. This suﬃces since
both X and X0 are locally Noetherian and Mori.
Since X0 is normal, we may think of an element f of the RHS as a pointwise function { fx0 } varying
algebraically along DVRs. For any x ∈ X , choose some x0 ∈ π0−1x ⊂ X0 such that κ(x) ↪→ κ(x0) is ﬁnite
(proper implies ﬁnite type). Then since fx0 ⊗ 1 = 1 ⊗ fx0 ∈ κ(x0) ⊗κ(x) κ(x0), we have fx0 ∈ κ(x). To
see this element is independent of the choice of point in the ﬁber, note that for any other x′0 ∈ π−10 x,
there exists x1 ∈ X1 such that p0(x1) = x0 and p1(x1) = x0′ . In the diagram of ﬁeld extensions:
κ(x) κ(x0)
κ(x0′) κ(x1)
we have fx0 = fx0 ′ in κ(x1), whence they agree in κ(x).
Now we show that { fx0 } varying algebraically along DVRs (as a function on X0) implies the same
for X . So let a b be a specialization in X and Spec R → X a covering DVR. Since π0 is surjective
we can ﬁnd a specialization a0 b0 in X0 covering a b. There exists a DVR R ′ covering a0 b0, a
surjective morphism Spec R ′ → Spec R , and a commutative diagram [11, 3.3.4]:
Spec R ′ X0
π
Spec R X
By localizing we obtain a commutative diagram of ring homomorphisms:
A
π#
κ(a)
R K
B κ(a0)
R ′ K ′
We have gR ′ ∈ R ′ agreeing with fa0 and fb0 . Since gR ′ agrees with fa0 in K ′ and fa0 lies in κ(a), we
can think of gR ′ as an element of K . Now since vR ′ (gR ′) 0, vK (gR ′ ) 0, we conclude gR ′ ∈ R . Then
by construction of the pointwise function on X , gR ′ agrees with fa and fb . 
The previous result says that if X is seminormal (in the sense that OX is characterized pointwise)
and π : X• → X is a 1-truncated proper hypercovering with X0 reduced, then OX = π∗(OX•). Now
we prove the converse.
Proposition 4.2. Suppose X is a locally Noetherian and Mori scheme such that for any 1-truncated proper
hypercovering π : X• → X augmented towards X with X0 reduced,OX = π∗(OX•). Then for any aﬃne open
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element of A.
Proof. We may suppose X = Spec A is aﬃne. We use the hypercovering with X0 = Spec Aν , X1 =
Spec (Aν ⊗A Aν)red , and the canonical maps:
A ν−→ Aν i1,i2−−→ (Aν ⊗A Aν
)
red.
As we have argued previously, a pointwise function S on A determines one on Aν , which is in-
duced by f ∈ Aν . By hypothesis, to show f ∈ A, we need to show i1( f ) := f ⊗ 1 = 1 ⊗ f =: i2( f ) ∈
(Aν ⊗A Aν)red . To do this it suﬃces to show f ⊗ 1 = 1 ⊗ f in κ(p) for every p ∈ Spec (Aν ⊗A Aν)red .
To see this, consider the following diagram of ﬁeld extensions (set iν = i1ν = i2ν).
κ((iν)−1p) κ(i1−1p)
κ(i2
−1p) κ(p)
Since the image of f lies in κ((iν)−1p) by construction, f ⊗ 1 = 1⊗ f in κ(p). 
5. Applications to the Chow variety
The pointwise characterization of the seminormalization suggested itself in the course of trying
to construct the incidence line bundle (in response to a question in [7]) on a product of Chow
varieties Cd(P ) ×Cn−d−1(P ) of some smooth projective variety P of dimension n. In [9] the point-
wise characterization of the seminormalization was used to simplify the problem of deﬁning a de-
scent datum on a simplicial line bundle on a seminormal proper hypercovering augmented towards
Cd(P ) ×Cn−d−1(P ). More concretely, we have the following consequence of Corollary 2.8.
Proposition 5.1. Let P be a smooth projective variety over a ﬁeld k. The Chow varietyCd,d′ of P is a k-scheme
which enjoys and is characterized by the following properties.
(1) It is projective over k.
(2) It is seminormal.
(3) For every point w ∈Cd,d′ there exist purely inseparable ﬁeld extensions κ(w) ⊂ Li and cycles Zi on PLi
such that:
(a) Zi and Z j are essentially equivalent [5, I.3.8]: they agree as cycles over the perfection κ(w)perf of
κ(w);
(b) the intersection of the ﬁelds Li is κ(w), which is the Chow ﬁeld (ﬁeld of deﬁnition of the Chow form
in any projective embedding of P ) of any of the Zi [5, I.3.24.1]; and
(c) for any cycle Z on PM deﬁned over a subﬁeld k ⊂ M ⊂ κ(w)perf which agrees with the Zi over
κ(w)perf (equivalently, agrees with one Zi), we have κ(w) ⊂ M (the Chow ﬁeld is the intersection of
all ﬁelds of deﬁnition of the cycle).
(4) Points w of Cd,d′ are in bijective correspondence with systems (k ⊂ κ(w), {κ(w) ⊂ Li, Zi}i∈I ) up to an
obvious equivalence relation.
(5) For any DVR R ⊃ k and any cycle Z on P R of relative dimension d and degree d′ in the generic ﬁber, we
obtain a morphism g : Spec R →Cd,d′ such that the generic ﬁber Zη and the special ﬁber Zs agree with
the systems of cycles of the previous property at g(η) and g(s).
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